
 
NYPD Pizza Introduces Gluten-Free Pizza to Gilbert and 

Glendale Location 
PHOENIX (January 28, 2011) - New York Pizza Department (NYPD Pizza) recently 
introduced gluten-free pizza to its locations at Gilbert and Warner Road, and Union Hills 
and the 101, creating a menu option for customers with Celiac Disease or other 
conditions requiring a gluten- free diet. 

In partnership with Connecticut supplier, Still Riding Pizza, NYPD Pizza is now offering a 
selection of various gluten-free 12-inch pies. Customers can indulge in NYPD’s 
signature pizzas, like the Brooklyn Family or Fran’s Favorite, but they also can create 
their own by customizing a cheese pizza with a variety of toppings. 

According to the Celiac Disease Foundation, one out of every 133 people in the United 
States is affected with Celiac Disease, 97% of which go undiagnosed. Celiac Disease is 
an autoimmune disease in which the lining of the small intestine is damaged from eating 
gluten, which is found in wheat, barley and rye. Since it is a chronic disorder, the only 
treatment for Celiac Disease is the adherence to a lifelong gluten-free diet. 

“We pride ourselves on quality and strive to have menu options available for all of our 
customers,” says Richard Stark, CEO of NYPD Pizza. “NYPD Pizza is committed to the 
operations necessary to avoid cross-contamination and to delivering a safe and flavorful 
gluten- free product to our patrons.” 

The Gilbert and Glendale NYPD Pizza locations are equipped with a separate oven, 
dedicated exclusively to baking gluten-free pizzas. In addition to this cross- 
contamination precaution, NYPD Pizza will be strictly adhering to the guidelines outlined 
and overseen by Still Riding Pizza including, using a clean and dedicated cutter and 
having a separate topping station specifically for preparing gluten-free pizzas. 

“We form partnerships with restaurants and provide support, training and oversight so 
they understand safe preparation,” says Liz Silverman, CEO of Still Riding Pizza. “Our 
mission is to enable Celiacs to return to going out for pizza.” 

Gluten-free pizza is currently available at NYPD Pizza in Gilbert, located at 211 E. 
Warner Rd. and in Glendale, located at 8280 W. Union Hills. For more information about 
NYPD Pizza, please visit www.aznypdpizza.com or follow us on Twitter: @NYPD_Pizza 
and Facebook: New York Pizza Department. 
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About New York Pizza Department: 
Scott and Greg Ziegler moved to the Valley in 1996 from Long Island, N.Y., to open the 
first of 10 neighborhood restaurants. Now owned and operated by Richard Stark, CEO 
and majority shareholder, New York Pizza Department (NYPD Pizza) is a full-service 
restaurant, offering specialty pizzas, a variety of homemade pasta dishes, salads, hero 
sandwiches and more. Voted No. 1 for “Best Pizza” in Phoenix by citysearch.com, NYPD 
Pizza was also named “Best Slice” by East Valley Tribune, “Best Calzone” by Phoenix 
New Times and was listed in the “Top 112 Restaurants” by Phoenix Magazine. Carryout, 
delivery, express lunch specials and catering services are available at all 10 Valley-wide 
locations. For more information please call (480) 922-0545 or visit 
www.aznypdpizza.com. Also find NYPD Pizza on: Twitter: @NYPD_Pizza, Facebook: 
New York Pizza Department and YouTube: NewYorkPizzaDept. 
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